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Thiru. Jothi,
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Maarakkanam Tk,
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person
Vs

1) The Assistant Engineer/O&M/
/O&M/Marakkanam,
Villupuram Electricity
city Distribution Circle
Circle,
TANGEDCO,
Khakkapalayam Road,
Marakkanam – 604 303.
2) The Executive Engineer/O&M,
Tindivanam,
Villupuram Electricity
city Distribution Circle
Circle,
TANGEDCO,
Substation complex,
Marakkanam Road,
Tindivanam 604 001.

. .... Respondents
Respondent
(Rep by Thiru. Sadasivam,EE/Tindivanam &
Thiru. Udayasankar, AE/Marakkanam)

Date of hearing : 22.9.2016
Date of Order : 23.11.2016

The Petition dt. 18.6.2016 filed by Thiru. Jothi, S/o Perumal, Anumanthai
Village was registered
istered as Appeal Petition No.
No.51 of 2016. The above appeal petition
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came up before the Electricity Ombudsman for hearing on 22.9.2016. Upon perusing
the appeal petition, counter affidavit of the Respondent and after hearing both sides, the
Electricity Ombudsman passes the following order.

ORDER
1. Prayer of the Appellant:
The Appellant prayed that
(i)

Hon’ble forum may be pleased to set aside the order passed by consumer
grievance redressal forum, Villpuram in petition No.5/2016 made on
17.5.2016.

(ii)

Pass an order or direction to the forebearing

Respondents from anyway

enforcing payment from the Appellant pursuant to the meter reading
dt.25.11.2015 in respect of service connection No.462-009-532 at Thirukanur
Village and also forebear the Respondents from Disconnecting the Electricity
supply in the above service connection under guise of enforcing the payment
from the Appellant.
(iii)

Pass such other orders as the Hon’ble forum may

deem fit in the

circumstances of the case and impose them compensation for the same to
the Appellant.

2.

Brief History of the case:

2.1

The Apellant is running a Prawn Culture unit at

M. Thirukanur Village and the

service connection number of the said premises is 462-009-532.

The tariff

adopted is III-B.
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2.2

The meter installed in the said service connection has burnt during March 2015.
The licensee claimed a CC bill of Rs.83,467/- for the above assessment period.
A new meter was installed on 22.4.2015.

2.3

The Units recorded in the meter is 6110 units. Considering the average units for
the meter defective period, the licensee claimed a bill for 10,170 units for 5/2015
assessment period. The consumer disputed the above bill.

2.4

The service was under disconnection from 24.6.2015 to 5.10.2015 as the
consumer has not paid the CC charges.

2.5

The CC bill for 11/2015 was claimed for a consumption of 20520 units as
recorded in the meter.

A bill was raised for a sum of Rs.1,74,597/- which

includes excess demand charges also.

The Consumer disputed the bill as

exorbitant.
2.6

The consumer filed W.P.No.39162/2015 before the Hon’ble High Court of Madras
and the Court has directed him to pay 50% of the demanded amount and file a
petition before the CGRF.

2.7

Accordingly, the consumer filed a petition before the CGRF of Villupuram EDC.
The CGRF of Villupuram EDC has issued its order on 17.5.2016. The CGRF of
Villupuram EDC has dismissed the petition. Aggrieved by the order of CGRF, the
Appellant filed this appeal petition before the Electricity Ombudsman.

3.0

Orders of CGRF :

The CGRF of Villupuram EDC has issued its Order on 17.5.2016. The relevant para
of the order is extracted below: -
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"k‹w¤jiytç‹ Ô®¥ò

5.1
Ef®nth® gÂnt£o‹go Û£l® gGjhtj‰F K‹ò 23.3.2015 m‹W FR 27430 MF«.
mj‹ÃwF 13.4.2015 m‹W Û£l® vçªJ nghdjhš 22.4.2015 m‹W Û£l® kh‰w¥g£lJ.
m¥nghJ IR 0 MF«.
5.2
13.5.2015 m‹W fz¡Ñ£lhs® ßo§ vL¤jnghJ 6110 ôå£ gÂth»æUªjJ. (for
22 days) m¥nghJ MD 48.64 MF«. 28.3.2015 Kjš 22.4.2015 tiu computer average 4060
units total (6110 + 4060 = 10170 units) vdnt 10170 ôå£ fz¡ÑL brŒa¥g£L
ä‹f£lz¤bjhif tNš brŒa¥g£lJ rçahdnj.
5.3
ÃwF nk‰go ä‹Ïiz¥ò v©.462-009-532, 24.6.2015 m‹W DC brŒa¥g£lJ.
5.10.2015 RC
6110
5.10.2015 to 25.11.2015
26630
Billing brŒj ôå£
20520
MD
(46.97)
5.4
nk‰f©l Ô®Îfë‹ mo¥gilæš nk‰go ä‹Ïiz¥Ãš Û£lçš 26630 v‹w
ä‹ msÅL vL¡f¥glL 20520 ôå£LfŸ fz¡ÑL brŒa¥g£L 26630-6110=20520)
mDkÂ bgw¥g£l ä‹gSit¡fh£oY« (19 kw) TLjyhf 27.97 kw ä‹ gS
ga‹gL¤Âajhš (46.97-19) mj‰fhd mguhj¤bjhifahf nr®¤J Mf %.1,74,597/ä‹f£lzkhf fâåæš gÂÎ brŒjJ rçahd fz¡ÑLjh‹ vd Ï«k‹w« KoÎ
brŒjJ. Mfnt, Kiwp£lhs® ca®ÚÂk‹w c¤Âé‹go 50 rjÅjkhd %.87959/brY¤ÂÍŸsh®. ÛjKŸs 80 rjÅj bjhifahd %.87859/-I nk‰go kDjhuçl« tNš
brŒÍ«go Ï«k‹w« KoÎ b rŒ»wJ.”
4.0

Arguments of the Appellant furnished in the Appeal Petition:

4.1

The appellant submit that he is running prawn culture unit at M.Thirukanur

village, M.Pudhupakkam Panchayat, Marakanam Taluk, Villupuram District. He owns
the service connection of the above said unit in Service Connection No. 462-009-532 at
M.Thirukkaur village. He is to state that never the CC charges was exorbitant but for the
disputed readings taken on 13.5.2015 and on 25.11.2015.
4.2

The appellant submits that in fact the meter got burnt because of lightening

effect in the month of Mar-2015. Hence a new meter was installed on
13.4.2015 after collection of necessary meter box charges of Rs.2,201 from
the complainant/appellant. The appellant submits that 2 years back prawn
culture unit was under a lease with a third party and for 2 years now he is
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running the unit.
4.3

The appellant submits that for installation of the new meter he was

demanded to pay Rs.83,467/- on the basis of the average calculated for the
previous period and also the meter box charges. He paid the amount of Rs.
83,467/- on 28.3.2015 and meter box charges of Rs.2,201/- on 13.4.2015. The
appellant submits that after payment of the above a new meter was installed in the
month of April-2015.
4.4

The appellant submits that thereafter on 13.5.2015 meter reading was taken and

reading was noted as 6,110 units. But the used unit was noted as 10,170. It is not
known as to how the used units can be 10,170 when the actual meter reading in the
fresh meter is taken as 6,110. There cannot be any difference between the previous
meter reading and the reading as on 13.5.2015 because a fresh meter was installed in
Apri-2015 on payment of the above amounts by the appellant viz., Rs.83,467/- and the
meter box charges of Rs.2,201/- The appellant submit that for the meter reading on
13.5.2015 on the basis of alleged used units he was demanded to pay Rs.88,224/- and
under the threat of disconnection he paid the amount of RS.88.224/-+CC arrears of
Rs.3,170/- and other charges totaling Rs.96,882/- on 5.10.2015. The appellant submits
that the above meter reading is totally illegal and the amounts collected are liable to be
refunded to him.
4.5

The appellant submits that adding insult to the injury on 25.11.2015 a meter

reading was entered as 26,630 and the used units is noted as 20,520 for which CC
charges is given as Rs. 1,30,3021/- other charges is given as Rs.44,294.83 and total
amount is Rs.1,74,597/4.6

The appellant submits that the CC charges could not have been so exorbitant

and there has never been such huge usage of the appellant for the period. As a matter
of fact there was disconnection for non-payment of the previous bill dated 13.5.2015
which was to be paid by the appellant on or before 1.6.2015. For nonpayment of the
same the service connection was disconnected immediately on 2.6.2015. The appellant
submits that the amounts were paid by him for the bill dated 13.5.2015 on 5.10.2015
and the receipt clearly shows that the amount represents the period between 5/2015
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and 10/2015. Only thereafter on collection of other charges including reconnection
charges totaling Rs. 96,882/- the service was restored on 6.10.2015. The
appellant submits that hence there was no consumption of electricity in the
interregnum period between 2.6.2015 and 6.10.2015. The appellant submits that hence
the units that was said to have been consumed by the meter reading dated 25.11.2015
is exorbitant and again the meter reading is defective and the amounts demanded at
Rs.1,74,597/-in respect of the meter reading dated 25.11.2015 is illegal and void abinitio.
4.7

The appellant submits that he has never consumed such electricity as noted

in the impugned reading and he has never used 20,520 units. There is no
explanation as from the respondents to what the amount of Rs.44,294.83/represents.
amounts
demanded

Simply
from
in

the
the

the

respondents

appellant.
impugned

The
meter

levy

other

appellant
reading

charges
submits

dated

and
that

collect
the

25.11.2015

is

huge

amounts
not

in

accordance with law and hence the same is liable to be interfered with by this Honb'le
Forum.
4.8

The appellant has filed a Writ Petition under Article 226 of Constitution of India

before the Honb'le High Court, against

the Chief Engineer, Villupuram, and the

superintending Engineer, Villupuram in W.P. No.39162/2015 wherein the said Hon’ble
court ordered the appellant to pay 50% of the demanded amount by the respondents
within a period of two weeks from the date of order, and after remitting the same the
appellant is at liberty to file a petition before the consumer Grievance Redressal Forum,
which shall be considered by the Redressal Forum, in accordance with law.

4.9

The appellant submits that as per the order of the Hon’ble High Court he

paid the said amount to the 1st respondent on 28.12.2015 and subsequently
he filed a complaint before the Consumer Grievance Redressal forum, Villupuram,
meanwhile the 1st respondent caused a message to the appellant that he should pay
the sum of Rs.87957/- as the balance of the said disputed bill within 09.2.2015 failing
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which he threatened that he shall disconnect the service connection.
4.10 The Consumer Grievance Reddresal Forum has not consider the merits
of points on the side of appellant since the order passed by the said Forum is contrary
to law and weight of evidence.
4.11 The Consumer Forum has not considered about the disputed meter
reading shown as from 6110 to 10170 units. How the said reading of
6110 raised exorbitantly as 10170 units as per website details.
4.12

The Consumer Forum has not given answer to the exorbitant demanded amount

of Rs. 1,74,5971/- and how it was arrived by the respondents.
4.13

The Consumer Forum has not properly enquired and answered about the

disputed units and paid amounts by the appellant.
4.14

The Consumer Forum did not shown to the appellant how the disputed meter

was checked by the expert.

5.0

Arguments of the Respondent furnished in the Counter affidavit :

5.1

The 2nd respondent respectfully submits that the appellant obtained

service

connection

in

SC.No:-462-009-532

dated

23-02-2003

for

running

prawn culture unit at Thirukkanur village, Marakkanam Taluk. While at the
time of taking meter reading on 28.3.2015, the appellants meter was burnt without final
reading. After the installation of new meter in the service connection dated 22-04-2015
the general meter reading was taken on 13-05-2015 and the consumption was
'registered as 6110 units for the period from 22-04-2015 to 13-05-2015 for 22 days.
From the date of 29-03-2015 to 13-05-2015 the consumer consumed the electricity
continuously. From 28-03-2015 to 22-04-2015 the burnt meter was in service for 24
days. The average consumption for that period is worked out as 4060 units.
5.2

The appellant was informed and demanded to pay the arrears of meter charges

to the total unit 4060+6110=10,170 units in SC.No:-462-009- 532. The appellant failed
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and neglected to pay the arrears, hence the respondent disconnected the service
connection for non payment of C.C charges on 24-06-2015. The appellant/consumer
has paid the arrears of meter charges of Rs.96882/- for the unit of 10,170 on 05-102015 and immediately electricity supply was restored in service connection no:-462009-532. At the time of effecting Re-connection the meter reading was registered as
6110 units as consumed. Subsequently the respondents has taken General meter
reading on 25-11-2015. The meter has registered totally 26630 units for the month of
11/2015. The pervious reading of 6110 was deducted from total meter reading of
26630 units (26630-611 0) to arrive at the consumption. Thus the consumption was
worked out as 20520 units and charges of Rs-l,74,597/- has been levied.
5.3

Further the 2nd respondent submits that the appellant approached the

Hon'ble High Court of Judicature at Madras while enforcing payment from the
appellant pursuant to the meter reading dated 25-11-2015 in respect of service
connection No:-462-009-532 at Thirukkanur village, Marakkanam Taluk and filed the
writ petition in W.P.No:-39162 of 2015 under Article 226 of the Constitution of India
praying to issue a writ of Mandamus to forbear the respondents from any way
enforcing payment from the petitioner and also forbear the respondent disconnecting
the electricity supply in SC.No:-462-009-532.

5.4

The hon'ble High Court held that if the petitioner is .aggrieved by the meter

reading, he has got an effective remedy under the Tamil Nadu electricity supply code,
2004 and in terms of section 18 of the code all grievances relating to the provisions
under the Regulations 3 to 17 of the code, shall be referred by the consumers to the
respective consumer Grievances Redressal Forum, Which has been constituted under
the electricity Act. In the light of the above the petitioner has to necessarily
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approach the said forum and ventilate his grievances.

There will be a

direction to the petitioner to remit 50% of the demand as raised by the
respondents within a period of two weeks from today, and after remitting the same, the
petitioner is at liberty to file a petition before the Consumer Grievances Redressal
Forum, which shall be considered by the Redressal Forum in accordance with law.
5.5 Further the 2nd respondent submits that the appellant as per the order of High
Court has paid the 50% of the amount as claimed by the respondents and approached
CGRF villupuram filed petition set forth the same facts which was stated in the
memorandum of appeal. The Hon'ble CGRF framed issues and pronounced order
dated 17-05-2016 that the meter reading shown as from 6110 to 10170 units is
correct, the respondent demanded amount of .Rs.I,74,597/- for the above said
calculated unit is correct and the amount of 50 % paid by the appellant was deducted
and the remaining amount of 50% of sum of Rs.87,859 is to be payable.
5.6

The 2nd respondent further submits that the probable yielding period of prawn

culture is four months. At the time of starting stage the consumption of electricity was
low and at the time of prawn yielding the consumption is very high. This is the routine
pattern of consumption for prawn culture units. The appellant who is also regularly
paying the electricity charges knows about the facts of consumption of electricity for
the prawn Culture.

5.7

The appellants ulterior motive is to evade the proceedings of the respondents.

The appellant wantonly filing such a frivolous petition to prolong, dragon and to delay
the proceedings. The appellants is liable to pay the arrears of charges under the
Electricity

Act.

Hence

in

these

circumstances

the

appellants

appeal

is

devoids of merits and liable to be dismissed with costs.
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6.0
6.1

Hearing held by the Electricity Ombudsman:
To enable the Appellant and the Respondents to putforth their arguments in
person,

hearing was conducted

before the Electricity Ombudsman on

22.9.2016.
6.2

Thiru P. Jothi the appellant herein has attended the hearing and putforth his
side arguments.

6.3

ThiruG. Sadhasivam, Executive Engineer/O&M/Tindivanam and Thiru. M.
Udayasankar, Assistant Engineer/Marakkanam the Respondents 2 & 1
respectively have attended the hearing and putforth their arguments.

7.0

Arguments of the Appellant putforth on the hearing date :

7.1

The Appellant Thiru. Jothi has reiterated the contents of the Appeal Petition.

7.2

The Appellant argued that during April 2015, the defective meter was changed

and the consumption recorded in the meter installed in the service is only 6110 units.
But, CC charges was claimed for 10170 units. The excess amount claimed has to be
refunded to him.
7.3

The Appellant also argued that

the service was under disconnection from

2.6.2015 to 6.10.2015. But, the consumption recorded for 11/2015 assessment period is
20520 units which is very exorbitant consumption for the period from 6.10.2015 to
25.11.2015 and he suspect the meter is defective.
7.4

He also argued that a sum of Rs.44,294.83 was also charged for the same

period as other charges. But, the details of such charges was not explained.
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8.

Argument putforth by the Respondent on the hearing dates :

8.1

Thiru. G. Sadasivam, Executive Engineer/O&M/Tindivanam the Respondent-2

herein has reiterated the contents of the counter.
8.2

The EE argued that the consumption of 6110 units recorded in the meter is for

the period from 22.4.2015 to 13.5.2015. But, the 5/2015 assessment period is from
28.3.2015 to 13.5.2015. Therefore, the average consumption for the meter defective
period (ie) from 28.3.2015 to 22.4.2015 was worked out as 4060 units. Therefore, the
total consumption for 5/2015 assessment period works out to (6110 + 4060) = 10170
units. He also informed that the average consumption was worked out based on the
consumption recorded during 5/2014 & 7/2014 assessemnt periods.

8.3

The EE also argued that during 11/2015 assessment period, the consumer has

consumed 20520 units. The above consumption is not only for the period from
5.10.2015 to 25.11.2015 but includes the period from 13.5.15 to 24.6.15. He also
informed that the service was utilized for prawn culture. The consumption pattern of
prawn culture is low during starting stage and is very high at the time of prawn yielding.
Hence, the high consumption recorded is reasonable only. He further informed that the
consumer has utilized 46.97 kw. during 11/2015 assessment period as against the
sanctioned load of 19 kw. Hence, a sum of Rs.36,584.86 was leived as excess demand
charges. The other charges of Rs.44,294.83 levied includes the excess demand
charges, fixed charges & E.tax.
8.4

The EE also informed that the consumer has not applied for sanction of

additional load. Therefore, the sanctioned load was not enhanced.
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9.

Written arguments of the Respondent :

9.1

ä‹ Ïiz¥ò v©.2-462-009-532 ÂU. Ã. n#hÂ mt®fŸ bgaçš 19 »nyhth£

ä‹ gS cŸs bjhê‰rhiy ä‹ Ïiz¥ò 23.2.2003 m‹W tH§f¥g£lJ. Ef®nth®
ä‹Ïiz¥ig 28.3.2015 m‹W fz¡Ñ£lhs® ä‹ôå£Lfis fz¡»L«nghJ
ä‹msé gGjhf ÏUªjJ f©l¿a¥g£lJ. gGÂš ÏUªj ä‹ mséia mf‰¿ òÂa
ä‹msé 22.4.2015 m‹W kh‰w¥g£lJ.

òÂa ä‹msé bghU¤j¥g£lnghJ

Mu«g

reading 0 MF«. nkY«, ä‹Ïiz¥Ãš 13.5.2015 fz¡»L«nghJ ä‹ mséæ‹
Reading 6110 MF«. ä‹Ïiz¥Ãš 28.3.2015 Kjš 21.4.2015 tiu 25 eh£fŸ ä‹ msé
gGjilªÂUªjÂdhš

nk‰f©l fhy¤Â‰F 5/2014 k‰W« 7/2014 ôå£ ruhrç

ôå£lhf fz¡»l¥g£LŸsJ.
5/2014
7/2014
bkh¤j«

9.2

=
=
=

10378 ôå£LfŸ
9110 ôå£LfŸ
19488 ôå£LfŸ
19488 = 9744 = 162.4 x 25 = 4060 ôå£LfŸ
2
60

ä‹Ef®nth®

ä‹Ïiz¥ò

ä‹f£lz¤bjhif

brY¤jhj

13.5.2015

m‹W

fhuz¤Âdhš

fz¡»l¥g£L

ä‹Ïiz¥ò

nk‰f©l

24.6.2015

m‹W

J©o¡f¥g£lJ. nkY«, 5.10.2015-š ä‹Ef®nth® nk‰f©l bjhifia brY¤ÂaÂ‹
ngçš kW ä‹Ïiz¥ò tH§f¥g£lJ. ÃwF 25.11.2015š fz¡»L«nghJ ä‹Ef®nth®
ä‹rhu« 13.5.2015 Kjš 24.6.2015 tiu k‰W« 5.10.2015 Kjš 25.11.2015 tiu bkh¤j« 95
eh£fS¡F 20520 ôå£LfŸ ga‹gL¤ÂÍŸsh®.

nkY«, nk‰f©l

ä‹ Ef®nth® 19 »nyhth£ ä‹gS bg‰WŸsh®.

ä‹Ïiz¥Ãš

Mdhš, nk‰f©l fhy¤Â‰F

mDkÂ¡f¥g£l ä‹gSitél TLjyhf 28 »nyhth£ ä‹gS ga‹gL¤Âajhš
mj‰F©lhhd mguhj¤bjhif fz¡»l¥g£lJ.

9.3

nkY«,

Ef®nth®

mDkÂ¡f¥g£l

ngnu£o‹

(consumer

ä‹gSitélä‹Ef®nth®

ledger)go
TLjyhf

Ñœf©l

fhy§fëš

cgnahf¥gL¤Âajhš

mguhj¤bjhif (MD penalty) brY¤ÂÍŸsh®. thça éÂfë‹go ä‹ Ef®nthU¡F
TLjyhf

ä‹gS

cgnahf¥gL¤Âaj‰F

v›éj

fojK«

thça«

_y«

tH§f¥gléšiy.
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khj«/M©L

9/2011
7/2012
5/2013
1/2014
5/2014
7/2014
9/2014
5/2015
11/2015
1/2016
9.4

mDkÂ¡f¥g£l
ä‹gS (».th£)

ga‹gL¤Âa
ä‹gS(».th£)

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

19.1
37.6
25.94
28.08
19.32
20.53
23.31
48.64
46.97
52.66

TLjyhf¥
ga‹gL¤Âa
ä‹gS(».th£)
0.1
18.6
06.94
09.08
0.32
1.53
4.31
29.64
27.97
33.66

nkY«, nk‰f©l ä‹Ïiz¥Ãš cŸs ä‹ mséia thça¤Â‹ MRT _y«

gçnrhÂ¡f¥g£L gçnrhjidæš ä‹ msé ešy ãiyæš cŸsJ f©l¿a¥g£lJ.

10.

Findings of the Electricity Ombudsman :

10.1

On a careful consideration of the rival submission, the following are the issues

to be divided,
(i)

Whether CC charges claimed for 5/2015 assessment period is correct ?

(ii)

Whether the CC charges & other charges claimed for 11/2015 is correct ?

11.

Findings on the First Issue :

11.1

The Appellant argued that the meter was replaced in his service on 13.4.2015

as the existing meter has burnt. The initial reading is zero.

The meter reading for

5/2011 assessment period was taken on 13.5.2015 and the reading noted is 6110.
Therefore, he argued that the consumption could be 6110 units only. But, he was
charged for 10170 units. Hence, he argued that he has been overcharged and the
excess amount collected has to be refunded to him.
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11.2

The Respondent argued that the 5/2011 assessment period is from 28.3.2015

to 13.5.2015. A new meter with initial reading zero was installed in the said service on
22.4.2015. The reading recorded in the meter on 13.5.2015 is 6110. As the meter in
the service was burnt, without any final reading, the consumption from 28.3.2015 to
22.4.2015 was not recorded. The average consumption for the period from 28.3.2015
to 22.4.2015 was worked out as 4060 units based on the consumption recorded
during 5/2014 & 7/2014. The consumption for the full period of 5/2015 was worked
and as below.
consumption for 28.3.2015 to 22.04.2015
consumption for 22.04.2015 to 13.5.2015

11.3

4060 units
6110 units
------------------Total
10170 units
-------------------It could be noted from the arguments of both the parties that the burnt meter was

changed and a new meter was installed on 22.4.2015 and the reading noted in the new
meter on 13.5.2015 is 6110 units. Therefore, the consumption recorded in the new
meter from the date of installation to the assessment date is 6110 units.

But the

assessment period covered in 5/2015 period is from 28.3.2015 to 13.5.2015. Therefore,
the consumption from 28.3.2015 to 22.4.2015 the date on which the meter was changed
has also to be added to the recorded consumption of 6110 units to arrive at the
consumption for 5/2015. As the meter has burnt, there is no reading to calculate the
consumption for the period from 28.3.2015 to 22.4.2015.

Hence, the average

consumption has to be calculated for the above period. It is noted that the licensee has
considered the 5/2014 and 7/2014 assessment period consumptions to arrive at the
average consumption per day and then arrived the consumption from 28.3.15 to
22.4.15.
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11.4

In this regard, I would like to refer regulation 11 of the Supply Code which deals

with assessment in cases where there is no meter or meter installed is defective.
“ 11. Assessment of billing in cases where there is no meter or meter is defective:
(1) Where supply to the consumer is given without a meter or where the meter fixed is found defective
or to have ceased to function and no theft of energy or violation is suspected, the quantity of electricity
supplied during the period when the meter was not installed or the meter installed was defective, shall be
assessed as mentioned hereunder.
(2) The quantity of electricity, supplied during the period in question shall be determined by taking the
average of the electricity supplied during the preceding four months in respect of both High Tension
service connections and Low Tension service connections provided that the conditions in regard to use of
electricity during the said four months were not different from those which prevailed during the period in
question.
(3) In respect of High Tension service connections, where the meter fixed for measuring the maximum
Demand becomes defective, the Maximum Demand shall be assessed by computation on the basis of the
average of the recorded demand during the previous four months.
(4) Where the meter becomes defective immediately after the service connection is effected, the
quantum of electricity supplied during the period in question is to be determined by taking the average of
the electricity supplied during the succeeding four months periods after installation of a correct meter,
provided the conditions in regard to the use of electricity in respect of such Low Tension service
connections are not different. The consumer shall be charged monthly minimum provisionally for
defective period and after assessment the actual charges will be recovered after adjusting the amount
collected provisionally.
(5) If the conditions in regard to use of electricity during the periods as mentioned above were
different, assessment shall be made on the basis of any consecutive four months period during the
preceding twelve months when the conditions of working were similar to those in the period covered by
the billing.
(6) Where it is not possible to select a set of four months, the quantity of electricity supplied will be
assessed in the case of Low Tension service connections by the Engineer in charge of the distribution and
in the case of High Tension service connections by the next higher level officer on the basis of the
connected load and the hours of usage of electricity by the consumer.
(7) In case the consumer does not agree with the assessment made by the Engineer or the higherlevel officer as the case may be, the matter may be referred to the next higher-level officer of the
Licensee. In case the consumer is still not satisfied, the consumer is at liberty to approach the respective
Consumer Grievance Redressal Forum of the Licensee.

11.5

On a careful study of the average units worked by the licensee, it is noted that

the licensee has adopted regulation 11(5) to arrive at the average units consumed
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during the period from 28.3.2015 to 22.4.2015. As the licensee has calculated the
average consumption following regulation 11(5) of the Supply Code, it is held that the
CC charges levied by the licensee for the assessment period 5/2015 period is correct.
12. Findings on the second issue:
12.1 The Appellant argued that the consumption of 20,520 units recorded for the
assessment period 11/2015 is exorbitant as the service was under disconnection from
2.6.2015 to 5.10.2015. He also informed that there could not be such high consumption
for the above short period and argued that there was no such high consumption in the
past in the said service. Hence he argued that the meter is defective. The Appellant
also argued that for 11/2015, a sum of Rs.44,294,83 was levied as other charges.
There was no explanation for such a huge amount as other charges.
12.2

The Respondent argued that the meter is not defective as per the report of the

MRT. The consumption recorded in the meter has been taken as the consumption for
the said period.

The above consumption was for the period from 13.5.2015 to

24.6.2015 and from 5.10.2015 to 25.11.2015 (i.e) for 95 days. The service was utilized
for prawn culture. The prawn culture period is 4 months. The consumption will be very
low in the initial period and will be very high at the time of prawn yielding time. Hence
the Executive Engineer argued that the consumption recorded is reasonable.
Regarding the other charges levied, the Executive Engineer informed that the Appellant
has reached a maximum demand of 46.97KW during 11/2015 as against the sanctioned
load of 19 kw. Therefore excess demand charges has been levied for the excess
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demand of 28 kw. Further, he informed that the other charges includes excess demand
charges, fixed charges and E-tax.
12.3

On a careful consideration of the argument of both the parties it is seen, this

issue consists of two parts as below:(i) whether the consumption of 20520 unit is correct?
(ii) whether the other charges levied is correct?
12.4

Regarding the first part, it is noted that the MRT has stated that the meter is in

good condition. MRT is a special branch of the licensee, dealing with meter and relay
testing. Therefore, I am of the view that the meter is in good condition. Here, I would
like to point out that in the next assessment period, (i.e) for 1/2016 the consumption
recorded in the same meter is 9963 units and there was no dispute over the above
consumption.
12.5

As the meter is in good condition, the recorded consumption has to be taken as

the consumption of the service. Hence, I am of the view that the consumption of 20520
units recorded for 11/2015 has to be taken as correct only. Further, it is also to be noted
that the above consumption is for the period from 13.5.15 to 24.6.15 and from 5.10.15
to 25.11.15 (ie) totally for 95 days as against the normal assessment period of 60 days.
12.6

However, if the Appellant still disputes the condition of the meter, he may opt for

a challenge test of the meter in the NABL accredited laboratory and based on the
results, the licensee may take further action as deemed fit.
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12.7

Regarding the other charges, the Respondent argued that the other charges

includes, excess demand charges for exceeding the sanctioned load, fixed charges and
electricity tax. Hence, he argued that the amount claimed is as per rules in force only.
12.8

The break up for other charges as Rs.44,294.83 claimed is given below:-

(i) Excess demand charges for exceeding the
sanctioned load of 19 kw

: Rs.36,484.56

(ii) Fixed charges

: Rs. 1,152.67

(iii) E-tax

: Rs. 6,657.60

12.9

Regarding excess demand charges, I would like to refer regulation 5(2) of the

Supply Code, the said regulation 5(2) is extracted below:5. Miscellaneous charges :
(1) xxx xxx xxxxx
(2) Excess demand charge
Whenever the consumer exceeds the sanctioned demand, excess demand charge shall
be:—

(i) In the case of HT supply, the maximum demand charges for any month shall be based on the
KVA demand recorded in that month at the point of supply such percentage of sanctioned
demand as may be declared by the Commission from time to time whichever is higher. The
exceeded demand shall alone be charged at double the normal rate.

(ii) In case of LT supply,
(a) For Domestic and Agricultural category of service, the excess demand charges shall not be
applicable.
(b) For other categories of LT services with contracted demand equal to or less than 18.6 KW
(25 HP), the excess demand charges shall not be applicable where the connected load is equal
to or less than the contracted demand.
Note: For services with contracted demand less than or equal to 18.6 KW (25 HP), whenever
the consumer’s connected load exceeds the contracted demand, the licensee shall install
meters with demand recording facility and bring the consumer under the scope of excess
demand chargeable category. After installation of the meter, if the recorded demand is in excess
18

of contracted demand, the existing demand, shall, after intimation to the consumer, be revised
to the level of recorded demand and all relevant charges applicable for extension of additional
demand shall be included in the next bill. No excess demand charge is leviable till such time the
licensee installs meter with demand recording facility and bring the consumer under the scope
of excess demand chargeable category.
(c) For the remaining LT services other than those service connections covered in (a) and (b)
above, when the contracted demand is in excess of 18.6KW (25HP) and for such of those
consumers whose contracted demand is less than 18.6 KW (25HP) but opted for having meters
with demand recording facility, the excess demand charges shall be -,
(I) Where the recorded demand does not exceed 112 KW, for every KW or part thereof in
excess of the sanctioned demand, at the rate of 1% of the total energy charges;
(II) Where the recorded demand exceeds 112KW, for every KW or part thereof in excess of
sanctioned demand:- at the rate of 1% of the charges for electricity supplied upto 112 kW
- and at the rate of 1.5% for every KW or part thereof over and above 112KW for the first
two occurrences;
- and for the third occurrence, at the rate of 3% for every KW or part thereof over and
above 112KW;
- and thereafter, that is the fourth and subsequent occurrences at the rate of 10% for every
KW or part thereof over and above 112KW;
(III) Where the recorded demand exceeds the sanctioned demand for the second and
subsequent times,(A) In case the recorded demand has not exceeded 112 KW, the existing load sanction shall,
after intimation to the consumer, be revised within one month of the second occurrence to the
level of recorded demand and all the relevant charges applicable to the additional load shall
be included in the next bill ;
(B) In case the recorded demand has exceeded 112 KW,, the existing load sanction shall, after
intimation to the consumer, be revised within one month of the second occurrence, to the level
of 112 KW and all relevant charges applicable to the additional load shall be included in the
next bill; if, however, the recorded demand has exceeded 112 KW for the third or more number
of times, it is open to the consumer to opt for HT service.
(iii) In the case of temporary supply, the excess demand charges shall be the difference
between the minimum charges for temporary supply computed at the rate notified, for a back
period of six months or date of supply whichever is lesser, and the corresponding current
consumption charges already recovered from the consumer.
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(iv) No addition or reduction of load in case of LT service and no addition or reduction of
demand in case of HT service, may be sanctioned unless the outstanding dues in the same
service connection had been paid.
(v) In all the above cases, the cost of any modifications in the metering system which may arise
due to addition / reduction of loads may be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of the
Act and Codes/Regulations made thereon.”

12.10 On a careful reading of regulation 5(2) (ii) c(I) of the supply code, it is noted that
in case the recorded demand has not exceeded 112 kw, for every kw or part thereof in
excess of the sanctioned demand, the excess demand charges shall be levied at the
rate of 1%of the total energy charges.
12.11 In the case on hand, the sanctioned load is 19kw and the demand reached is
46.97 kw, therefore, the excess demand charge is 1% per kw or part there of the
consumption recorded for excess demand reached over and above the sanctioned
demand.
12.12 On a careful reading of the regulation 5(2) (ii) C(III) A, it is noted that in case the
recorded demand has not exceeded 112kw, the existing load sanction shall after
intimation to the consumer be revised within one month after the second occurrence to
the level of the recorded demand and all relevant charges applicable to the additional
load shall be included in the next bill.
12.13 It is noted from the above that the regulation clearly directs the licensee to revise
the load sanction to the level of recorded demand within one month of second
occurrence. It also specified that the relevant charges are to be included in the next bill.
It does not specify that the consumer has to apply for additional load. It states that the
consumer has to be informed about the revision of sanctioned load to the level of
recorded demand and about inclusion of all charges in the next bill.
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12.14 In the case of on hand, the exceeding of demand over and above the sanctioned
load and levy of excess demand charges has been made previously also.

As per

details furnished by the Respondent, the consumer has exceeded sanctioned load as
detailed below :Month & Year
9/2011
7/2012
5/2013
1/2014
5/2014
7/2014
9/2014
5/2015
11/2015
1/2016

Sanctioned Load
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Demand reached
19.1
37.6
25.94
28.08
19.32
20.53
23.31
48.64
46.97
52.66

Excess
0.1
18.6
6.94
9.08
0.32
1.53
4.31
29.64
27.97
33.66

12.15 As the consumer has already exceeded the sanctioned load in a number of
times, previously, I am of the view that the sanctioned load would be more than 19 KW
if the load is revised as per the regulation. Hence, the calculation of excess demand
charges for 11/2015 considering the sanctioned load as 19kw is not correct. Therefore
the licensee is directed to revise the sanctioned load as per regulation 5(2)(ii)C(III)A of
the Supply Code and then levy the excess demand charges if any based on the revised
sanctioned load.
13.

Conclusion

13.1 In view of my findings in para 11, it is held that consumption of 10170 units taken
for arriving the cc charges for 5/2015 assessment period is correct.
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13.2

In view of my findings in para 12.5, the consumption of 20520 units recorded for

the assessment period of 11/2015 is correct. However, if the Appellant still disputes the
condition of the meter, he may opt for a challenge test of meter in the NABL accredited
Laboratory and based on the results, the licensee may take further action as deemed
fit.
13.3

In view of my finding in para 12.15, the licensee is directed to revise the

sanctioned load of the service as per regulation 5(2)(ii)c(iii)(A) of the Supply Code and
rework the excess demand charges if any to be paid by the Appellant for 11/2015
assessment period and then arrive the total bill to be paid for the 11/2015 assessment
period. The 50% of the demand amount already paid by the Appellant has to be duly
accounted while calculating the dues to be paid by the Appellant. The revised bill shall
be issued to the Appellant within 30 days from the date of receipt of the order and a
compliance report shall be submitted within 45 days.
13.4 With the above findings, the AP No. 51 of 2016 is finally disposed of by the
Electricity Ombudsman. No Costs.

(A. Dharmaraj)
Electricity Ombudsman
To
Thiru. Jothi,
S/o Perumal,
No.100, South Garden,
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Maarakkanam Tk,
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2) The Assistant Engineer/O&M/Marakkanam,
Villupuram Electricity Distribution Circle,
TANGEDCO,
Khakkapalayam Road,
Marakkanam – 604 303.
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